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Abstract. Information fusion is the process of deriving a single consis-

tent knowledgebase from multiple knowledgebases. This process is impor-

tant in many cognitive tasks such as decision-making, planning, design,

and speci�cation, that can involve collecting information from a num-

ber of potentially conicting perspectives or sources, or participants. In

this brief overview, we focus on the problem of inconsistencies arising in

information fusion. In the following, we consider reasoning with incon-

sistencies, acting on inconsistencies, and resolving inconsistencies.

1 Introduction

Many tasks that an intelligent agent performs such as decision-making, planning,

design, and speci�cation, often involve collecting information from a number

of potentially conicting perspectives or sources, or participants with di�erent

views, and forming a single combined view or perspective | a synthesis, or

consensus.

Consider requirements engineering. The development of most large and com-

plex systems necessarily involves many people, each with their own perspectives

on the system de�ned by their knowledge, responsibilities, and commitments.

Inevitably, the di�erent perspectives of those involved in the process intersect,

giving rise to conicts. From a logics perspective, these conicts can be viewed as

logical contradictions or inconsistencies. While classical logic is a rich and useful

formalism in requirements engineering, it does not allow useful reasoning in the

presence of inconsistency: the proof rules of classical logic allow any formula of

the language to be inferred. Hence, classical logic does not provide a means for

continued deduction in the presence of inconsistency.

Traditionally, inconsistency in logic has been viewed as a problem that re-

quires immediate recti�cation. In [GH91,GH93], it was proposed that inconsis-

tency is not necessarily a problem, as long as we know how to act in the presence

of it. Indeed, inconsistencies can be viewed as being useful, since they can help



to direct a cognitive activity. Certaintly, premature resolution of inconsistency

can result in the loss of valuable information, and constrain an overall problem

solution.

Ultimately, a single consistent view is required from a set of multiple views.

Information fusion is the process of deriving this single consistent view. Whilst

theoretical approaches such as belief revision [AGM85,Gar88,DP97], databases

and knowledgebase updating [FKUV86,KM89,Win90,Som94], and combining

knowledgebases (for example [DLP92,Mot93,BKMS92,BKMS91]) are relevant,

information fusion addresses a wider range of issues raised by practical impera-

tives in applications such as requirements engineering.

The problem of information fusion appears in many �elds, such as gather-

ing beliefs or evidence, developing speci�cations, and merging regulations. The

types of information to be modelled can di�er, depending on the application.

Frequently, they can be beliefs (describing what things are or what they are

supposed to be in the real world) or they can be norms (describing how things

should be in an ideal world). And of course, the type of logical formalismused to

model the information depends on the type of information. Possibilities include

classical logic, belief logics and deontic logics, though, potentially, any logic may

be used.

But, whatever the type of the logic, the problem of information fusion raises

the crucial problem of inconsistencies. Whilst the aim is to build a consistent

set of information, the status of this set of information will di�er, depending on

the type of information. For example, in gathering beliefs, the aim of the fusion

process is to build a consistent set of beliefs | a consistent representation of

the real world | whereas in regulation merging, the aim is to build a consistent

regulation i.e, a set of rules which consistently speci�es an ideal world [Cho97].

In the following, we discuss some of the features of information fusion in logic.

In particular, we focus on the problems of inconsistencies arising in information

fusion, including the management of inconsistent information, reasoning with

inconsistencies, and resolving inconsistencies.

2 Reasoning with inconsistencies

In practical reasoning, it is common to have \too much" information about some

situation. In other words, it is common for there to be classically inconsistent

information in a practical reasoning problem. The diversity of logics proposed for

aspects of practical reasoning indicates the complexity of this form of reasoning.

However, central to this is the need to reason with inconsistent information

without the logic being trivialised.

Classical logic is trivialised because, by the de�nition of the logic, any infer-

ence follows from inconsistent information (ex falso quodlibet) as illustrated by

the following example. From the set of formulae �, :�, � ! �, �, reasonable

inferences might include �, :�, � ! �, and � by reexivity; � by modus po-

nens; �^� by conjunction introduction; :� ! :� and so on. In contrast, trivial

inferences might include  and  ^ :�.



For classical logic, trivialisation renders the reasoning useless, and therefore

classical logic is obviously unsatisfactory for handling inconsistent information.

A possible solution is to weaken classical logic by dropping some of the infer-

encing capability, such as for the C

!

paraconsistent logic [dC74], though this

kind of weakening of the proof rules means that the connectives in the language

do not behave in a classical fashion [Bes91]. For example, disjunctive syllogism

does not hold, ((� _ �) ^:�) ! �, whereas modus ponens does hold. Varia-

tions on this theme include [AB75,Arr77,Bat80,PR84,PRN88,CFM91]. Alterna-

tive compromises on classical logic include three-valued logic [Lin87], four-valued

logic [Bel77], quasi-classical (QC) logic [BH95], and using a form of conditioanl

logic [Roo93]. Another approach is to reason with classically consistent subsets

of inconsistent information. This has given rise to a number of logics (for ex-

ample [MR70,Wag91,BDP93,BCD

+

93,BDP95,EGH95]) and truth maintenance

systems (for example [Doy79,Kle86,MS88]). These options from C

!

through to

reasoning with maximally consistent subsets behave in di�erent ways with data.

None can be regarded as perfect for handling inconsistency in general. Rather

they provide a spectrum of approaches. However, in all of them, the language is

based on that of classical logic, and the aim is to preserve features of classical

reasoning. For a review of these approaches see [Hun97].

Modal logics have also been developed for reasoning with inconsistent in-

formation. For instance, in [FH86], Farinas and Herzig de�ne a modal logic for

reasoning about elementary changes of beliefs which is a kind of conditional

logic. The accessibility relation associated with the modality aims to capture

the relation between a world and the worlds which are obtained after adding

a piece of information. This logic has more recently been extended in order to

take into account the dependances that may exist between the di�erent pieces of

information [FH92,FH94] and the inuence these dependence links have in the

updating process. Another modal conditional logic de�ned for belief revision is

described in [Gra91]. Modal logic has also been proposed for consistent reasoning

with inconsistent information by using only a consistent subset of beliefs [Lin94].

For a review of modal logics in handling inconsistent information see [MvdH97].

Problems of handling default knowledge are closely related to that of han-

dling inconsistent information. Indeed, implicit in default, or non-monotonic,

reasoning is the need to avoid trivialization due to conicting defaults [BH97].

There are a variety of non-monotonic logics for handling default knowledge (for

reviews see [Bes89,Bre91,GHR94]) with di�erent strategies for avoiding incon-

sistency by selecting preferred consistent subsets of formulae. These include

preference for more speci�c information [Poo85], ordered theory presentations

[Rya92], preferred subtheories [Bre89], explicit preferences [Pra93], and priori-

tised syntax-based entailment [BCD

+

93]. Non-monotonic logics therefore o�er

means for analysing inconsistent information and preferences over that informa-

tion.

The ability to reason with inconsistencies is important, since it allows incon-

sistent information to be explored and analysed. However, there is also a need



to act on inconsistencies, and eventually to resolve inconsistencies. We address

these two topics in the next two sections.

3 Acting on inconsistencies

Immediate resolution of inconsistency by arbitrarily removing some formulae

can result in the loss of valuable information. This can include loss of informa-

tion that is actually correct and also loss of information that can be useful in

managing conicts. Immediate resolution can also unduely constrain cognitive

activities such as problem solving and designing.

Identifying the appropriate inconsistency handling strategy depends on the

kinds of inconsistency that can be detected and the degree of inconsistency

tolerance that can be supported. Possible kinds of actions include:

Circumventing the inconsistent parts of the information. This can be viewed

as ignoring the inconsistency, and using the rest of the information regard-

lessly. This may be appropriate in order to avoid inconsistent portions of the

information and/or to delay resolution of the inconsistency. This includes

using the logical techniques discussed in Section 2. Isolating inconsistency is

a special case where the minimally inconsistent subset of the information is

not used in the reasoning { it is isolated | but not deleted.

Ameliorating inconsistent situations by performing actions that \improve"

these situations and increase the possibility of future resolution. This is an

attractive approach in situations where complete and immediate resolution

is not possible (perhaps because further information is required from else-

where), but where some steps can be taken to \�x" part or some of the

inconsistent information. This approach requires techniques for analysis and

reasoning in the presence of inconsistency.

Sequencing of conicts so that some conicts are addressed before others. The

criteria for sequencing are diverse but may include:

Granularity of inconsistency: Some conicts are more signi�cant than

others. Furthermore, it is possible that solving a less signi�cant con-

ict before a more signi�cant conict may unduely constrain the allowed

solutions for the more signi�cant conict. Solving bigger or more impor-

tant conicts �rst means that we need to order the conicts. For instance,

when desiging a building, �rst solve the conicts that are about its \func-

tion" (deciding what this building is for will determine its height, its sur-

face...), then solve the conicts about the \inside" of the building (this

will determine the number of rooms, the exact places of the walls...), and

then solve the conicts about \decoration" (this will �nally determine

the style of the curtains and the colour of the walls,...). For this, the

notion of topichood of information, such as in [CD89,CD92,Hun96], is

potentially useful. This could allow us to say that\inconsistent set X is

about topic T", and may be used in determining the signi�cance of the

inconsistency.



Temporality of inconsistency: Other temporal constraints can impose

an ordering on the sequence of resolution of conicts. For example, in a

building project, delaying the resolution of conicts about the position

of a wall is temporally more sensitive than delaying the resolution of

conicts about the colour of the paint on the wall, since the construction

of the wall needs to be completed before the wall is painted. Clearly the

colour of the paint can be chosen before the position of the wall.

For the above examples, it can be seen that there is an overlap in granularity

and temporality of inconsistencies. However, an example of equally signi�-

cant inconsistencies. where the �rst is more temporally sensitive, is choice of

paint for the ceiling of a room, and a choice of colour for the walls. And an

example where some inconsistencies are far more signi�cant than others, but

where ultimately they are of equal temporal sensitivity, is in a book that is

about to be published.

Resolving inconsistencies altogether by correcting any mistakes or resolving

conicts. This depends on a clear identi�cation of the inconsistency and

assumes that the actions required to �x it are known.

Circumventing, ameliorating and sequencing inconsistency all imply that the

resolution of conicts or inconsistency is delayed. In practice applications usu-

ally involve multiple conicts of diverse kinds and signi�cance. As a result, a

combination of circumventing, ameliorating and sequencing of inconsistency is

required.

4 Resolving inconsistencies

In order to resolve an inconsistency intelligently, as opposed to arbitrarily, we

require appropriate information. Information that is manipulated in informa-

tion fusion can be partitioned, and is often represented, in di�erent ways. The

information includes the extra information required for combination.

Object-level information: The information to be combined.

Combination information: The information used to facilitate combination.

This is composed of meta-level information and domain information.

Meta-level information: Information about information.For example, in-

formation about

{ The sources of the object-level information

{ The reliability of sources

{ Preferences about the information

Domain information: Information on the context or domain of the object-

level. This is used to constrain the combination process. Examples of

domain information include integrity constraints such as \everybody is

either a man or a woman" and \a cube has 6 sides". Domain information

can be uncertain, such as for example heuristics. Though using uncertain

information signi�cantly increases the di�culty of combining object-level

information.



Combination information constitutes extra information that can be used by

the combination process in order to combine the object-level information. Nei-

ther domain information nor meta-level information needs to be in the same

formalism as the object-level information. The only constraint on the formalism

is that it can be used by the combination process.

To illustrate these concepts, consider the following example. We have two

sources of information S1 and S2 and we wish to combine their object-level

information.

S1: The colour of the object is blue.

S2: The colour of the object is green.

We also have the following domain information and meta-level information.

Domain: Green and blue are different colours.

Meta: The domain information is more reliable than source S1.

Meta: Source S1 is more reliable than source S2.

In forming the combined information, we can accept the information from S1,

because it is consistent and from the most reliable source. However, we cannot

now add the information from S2 since it would cause an inconsistency.

For example, assuming an ordering over development information is reason-

able in software engineering. First, di�erent kinds of information have di�erent

likelihoods of being incorrect. For example, method rules are unlikely to be incor-

rect, whereas some tentative speci�cation information is quite possibly incorrect.

Second, if a speci�cation method is used interactively, a user can be asked to

order pieces of speci�cation according to likelihood of correctness.

As a second example, assuming an order between di�erent sources is rea-

sonable in the case when merging beliefs or evidence provided by those di�er-

ent information sources [Cho94,Cho93]. In particular, it can be useful to order

sources according to the topics of the information they provide | in e�ect adopt-

ing context-sensitive ordering over the sources [CD94,Cho95]. Indeed, assuming

only one ordering over the di�erent information sources is not very realistic,

given that frequently a source can be assumed to be more reliable than a second

source, on one topic, but less reliable on another topic.

As a third example, in the domain of regulation merging, assuming an or-

dering over regulations can be useful to consistently reason with rules [CC95].

This is related to the use of priorities in argumentation for legal reasoning, in

particular [Pra93,PS95,PS96,RD96,TdT95].

There are number of ways that this approach can be developed. First, there

are further intuitive ways of deriving orderings over formulae and sets of formu-

lae. These include ordering sets of formulae according to their relative degree of

contradiction [GH97]. Second, there are a number of analyses of ways of handling

ordered formulae and sets of ordered formulae such as dicussed above in Section

2 on logics for inconsistent information.



5 Discussion

In general, information fusion is a di�cult problem. Given the di�culty, there

is the need for the following:

{ Inconsistency management during information fusion, to track inconsisten-

cies and minimize the negative rami�cation of inconsistency.

{ A range of logics for reasoning and analysis of inconsistent information, to

allow continued use of inconsistent information, and to facilitate resolution.

{ Extra information, called combination information, to enable the resolution

of inconsistencies during information fusion.

{ Interactive support for information fusion where the support system o�ers

suggestions but the user controls the fusion process.

Despite the di�culties, there are practical reasoning applications where in-

formation fusion is likely to be of signi�cant import: Take for example managing

inconsistencies in the development of multi-perspective software development

[FGH

+

94,HN97], where inconsistencies can be detected using classical logic, in-

formation surrounding each inconsistency can be used to focus continued de-

velopment, and actions are taken in a context-dependent way in response to

inconsistency.
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